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l/4/91 HATONN 

TODAY’S WATCH< 

Dharma, Hatonn present in the 
Light of Radiance. As we com- 
muned in the small hours of your 
morning, there was intent and not 
simply to keep you awake from 
4:00 A.M. As your nation moves 
ever closer to a conflict which can 
cause damage beyond your wildest 
imaginings, I must speak out again- 
-about that which is hidden and yet 
boils in final conclusion of an epic 
adventure. 

You who have already forgotten 
past Journals might well go back 
and review them--especially those 
which regard Russia’s intent. 

Russia now tosses the term “Peace” 
about as if there was never a dis- 
agreement between you and them. 
Not so, precious world citizens, 
not so. In “communistic” lan- 
guage, “peace” means the absence 
of any resistance 
“communism”. 

against 
With the seem- 

ingly absence now, of the so-called 
“cold-war”, you are under the 
impression there is no war between 
you and Russia--NOT SO! They 
have you exactly where they want 

z 
ou--like dutiful lambs in the 
olding pen. 

Where is Russian argument these 
pweyet~~u&~d;~ p&y $; 

you actually believe that if Russia 
and you were still in that “cold- 
war” that you would be taking the 
same stance you blindly take this 
day??? Would you not be facing 
the big guns of the Soviet Union in 
open nose-to-nose, weapon-for- 
weapon to bring this conflict to an 

instant stop? No, they are silently 
supplying your enemy so that they 
don’t have to finish the plan that 
they are working to perfection. 
How can you know that this is 
true? Because of the training 
foisted off on the communists and 
the lan to completely control the 
min s B and actions--without neces- 
sity of active involvement in actual 
war--of the free world nations, 
most especially the Americans. 

By the way, chelas, your govern- 
ment again lies to you this morning 
in counting af unemployed citi- 
zens. They tell you the unem- 
ployed picture is not as grim as 
expected and all will be well--but, 
the 8,000 layoffs from Citycorp 
and 2 1,000 employees from Sears 
and, and, and--goes into effect 
NOW. Do you realize that this is 
more people out of work in just 
these two instances, in the smaller 
towns across Amerrca. Worse. as 
the disasters come upon you one 
after another--there is no backup 
disaster funding remaining in the 
Federal budget nor in the State 
budgets of most states. Insurance 
companies are in deep yogurt al- 
ready and (listen to the non-news) 
are not paying off the waiting in- 
sured along your Ohio River, etc. 
These ones sit without jobs, de- 
stroyed homes and no money. And 
still, the government continues the 
distraction of a war in the Middle 
East with no help available for you 
back home. The continued game 
of “cock of the walk” is totally ob- 
scene! 

Dharma, we shall simply have to 
begin writing on an additional 
Journal and pick up volume two of 
Pleiades Connections as we can do 
so. Quirks and quarks will still be 

. 
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around long after humanity is gone 
so we must take action where ac- 
tion is mandatory in priority. 

Why NOW? Because the Russians 
have gone quiet and that is &a&y. 
You ones do not understand the 
workings of the communistic direct 
path to world domination and you 
must. 

Wherein reference of other 
commentators on this subject have 
utilized the word “Christianity”, I 
shall instead use the term GOD or 
Godly. This is because your na- 
tion was NOT founded on “ONE 
NATION UNDER CHRIS- 
TIANITY” it was founded on 
“ONE NATION UNDER GOD!” 
Of course I realize that you ones 
aloofly shout at me that the terms 
are synonymous--but they are 
NOT. The very superior tone of 
the statement detracts from the 
point in question. , 

RUSSIAN TEXTBOOK ON 
MIND CONTROL 

- 

There is a small booklet making its 
feeble way into the trash heaps and 
stolen by the communists to main- 
tain secrecy. It is all but impossi- 
ble to come u on r the document 
but, interesting y enough, Oberli 
and Dharma have had a copy of the 
document since 1985-having re- 
ceived it from Gil Boyne--who also 
has a publishing company (which 
shall remain unnamed in this 
particular writing). 

There is another copy now on its 
way into the desktop entropy of my 
scribe from one of the most daring 
authors of your day--Lt. Col. Cor- 
don “Jack” Mohr. I prefer to uti- 



lize the material immediate1 
7 

for 
every da 
deed. I r 

‘s delay is now cost y in- 
you cannot see the facts 

of your conflicts then 
d 

ou have no 
notion as to where an how to re- 
but. I would hope that we now 
have enough readers to listen up. 

What ou are about to read is sim- 
pl a 
o P 

& nglish language paraphrase 
a Red Communist ’ textbook” 

used both in Russia and extensively 
in America to train Communist 
agents in the art of deceivin non- 

% communists with words an false 
precepts. I would say that it most 
certainly has worked very well in- 
deed. 

This spells out methods which se- 
cret communists use to “alter the 
loyalties” of citizens and then use 
those citizens, especially those in 
government posittons, to take con- 
trol of the nation. It describes 
these ingenious and effective meth- 
ods of “mind-control”, called 
“psychiatry” and “psychology”, 
which are romoted as forms of 
“mental hea ing” . Needless to sa r 

d 
, 

the “Red Bears to the North” o 
not want Godly Americans to know 
these are false sciences by which 
they gain control of the minds of 
the people. 

You are goin 
a 

to rind that it is 
even worse t an presented unto 
you for as we go along I shall be 
speaking of Robotoids of 
DNA/RNA/Genetic duplication. 
To shock you a bit, what I am 
about to present to you was first 
brought forth by a very disen- 
chanted communist and the man 
was “taken out” and the books 
“taken-up”. This was in 1950 and 
the man was dead by the early 
70’s. 
since, 

Attempts have been made, 
to give warning to the 

American people for the thrust is 
directed, firstly, at the Americans-- 
but you have denied it and turned 
away from the truth as you would 
from any and all truth that would 
require appropriate actions. You 
have watched as your country has 
been consumed by the Elite and 

1 our Constitution granting 
freedom” 

destroyed. 
is totally rewritten and 

You have heard of the “art” of 
mind-control--I believe you call it 
“mental-adjustment” or “brain- 
washing”, etc. You perceive it to 

only take place, however, with 
soldiers in the midst of war and 
especially as they are imprisoned 
by their enemies. Not so--nothing 
can compare to the slow intentional 
usurpation of the minds of the citi- 
zenry of the world. Whole nations 
have been captured b 
called Communists h 

these so- 
w 0 are not 

even trul “communistic” 
nition. ih 

by defi- 
ey care not what you 

call them--all the better if ou DO 
NOT CALL THEM d C MMU- 
NISTS. The point is that you can 
subvert the minds of entire masses 
of people and basically put them to 
sleep whiIe programming the mind. 

The objective is to gain control of 
the media and thereb directly con- 
trol the visions an (Y thou ht pat- 
terns, desires and morals o f the en- 
tire populace. I would say that that 
has occurred and--funny thing 
about that approach--it has been 
accomplished THROUGH THE 
UTILIZATION OF THE ZION- 
ISTS! You see, it is all the better 
if you can cause your enem 
stroy himself while you E 

to de- 
ta e con- 

trol. Well, America and World, 
you have not listened to the 
decades of warnings and here you 
are today--at Armageddon and 
denying that, also. 

The same method of mind-control 
used on you-the-Americans and 
Europeans is THE IDENTICAL 
PROCESS USED BY THOSE 
RED CHINESE TO CAPTURE 
THAT NATION OF 400 MIL- 
LION PEOPLE. Just as with any 
other confrontation which must 
have confrontation if it is to be re- 
versed--the TRUTH MUST BE 
LAID FORTH. You must come 
into truth of how it is done. Zfyou 
understand the technique of 
“brainwashin ” 

cf 
you cannot be 

“brain washe ” unless changes by 
surgical or chemical means have 
altered the actual brain. Even in 
those cases the truth can reverse 
the thought processes. 
“Knowledge of brain-washing 
m“ The 
word of truth is your weapon and 
books are your tools--or, any other 
way you can get the information 
into self. Psychiatry and psychol- 
ogy, in this Instance of tampering 
with your minds, are the two 
weapons we will speak of herein. 

Basically; I dQ not wish to limit 
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this concept to a communistic a 
preach--it ACTUALLY is T 

- 
simp y 

the Elite approach to world control 
and domination--but you will tind 
in every instance--it is what you 
label “ANTI-CHRIST” 
“atheistic n maneuvers easily thrtz: 
upon “allowing” and “forgiving” 
indoctrinated “Christians”. Since, 
however, the document in point 
delineates “communism” then I 
shall not make issue--for you must 
learn to recognize intent in 
generalization and not pick at nits. 
It is your very survival at stake and 
you must come to recognize our 
enemy for they indeed camou ET age 
themselves most effectively--usu- 
ally behind the facade of being 
“Christ-like”, “democratic” and 
“under God”. The mark of the 
beast himself. I suggest you read- 
ers get this information spread 
about as rapidly as you can because 
only TRUTH shall give you free- 
dom and only that allowance will 
bring your beloved families and 
friends home. 

The Master Teacher told His 
followers, “The servant is not 
greater than his lord. If they have 
persecuted Me, which they did, 
they will also persecute you,” 
They have, and they are. He also 
said, “In the world ye believers in 
God shall have tribulation: but be 
of good cheer; I have overcome the 
world.” (By truth and knowledge 
of immortality and by recognition 
of MINE ENEMIES!) 

IMPORTANT--SO LISTEN 
UP. BECUVED LAMBS 

The age is drawing to a close. The 
“Red Bear to the North”--“Gag and 
Magog” , is spewing forth its last 
desperate item t 

Fi 
to destroy the 

concept odlmess--through 
pronouncing themselves 
“Christian ‘I, “changed ‘I, etc., etc. 
And the work hand in hund with 
the lea (I’ ers of the nations in tur- 
mail and takeover--just as in 
America. The smiles, dear ones, 
are not o friendship--they are the 
smiles o cqmpletion and victory. s 

I can only ask that--as you read 
along--you look around you at 
America today and at the world to- 
day and SEE what is before you. 
First I will print a speech made b 
one, Laventia Beria, the Jewis i: 
head of the Soviet Secret Police, as 
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he confidently predicted the Com- 
munists would eventually “have 
dominion over the minds and bod- 
ies of every important person” in 
America and then would bring 
about the “quiet” conquest. TJI& 
speech was made in 1936. May 
God have mercy upon you and 
your Iands. 

You who project your Bible in ef- 
fort to thwart this Truth and dis- 
count and destroy these writers of 
Truth--pa close attention to this: 

” e h wicked plotteth 
against the just and gnasheth 
u on 
R 

him with his words 
t rough his teeth. n : 

“Yea, and all that will live 
godly in Christ shall su er 
persecution from the f wicke . ” 

“Through covetousness 
(desire for gain) shall they, the 
wicked, with eigned and de- 
ceitfid df wor s make mer- 
chandise of you and sell or 
betray you of God for money. n 

“For man deceivers, non- 
Godly, are entered into the 
world, who confess not that 
Christ is come in the flesh. 
This is a deceiver of believers 
and an Antichrist. ” 

So be it, you who continue to deny 
and cast stones upon our people-- 
for we are come as the Hosts wuh 
God to be in the reclaiming of His 
Kingdom and bear witness of 
TRUTH! 

I suggest that you pay close atten- 
tion to this material as it is outlaid. 
KEEP IN MIND THAT IT WAS 
PRESENTED WELL OVER 
HALF A CENTURY AGO--AND I 
BELIEVE MY POINT WILL BE 
MADE! 

ADDRESS BY 
LA-IA 

This was presented in lecture to 
hand-picked AMERICAN STU- 
DENTS who were sent to Moscow 
for indoctrination. 

QUOTE: (Dharma, to conserve 
space, do not indent quotes.) 

American students at the Lenin 
University, I welcome your atten- 
dance at these classes on Psy- 

chopolitics. 

Psychopolitics is an important if 
less known division of Geo-poli- 
tics. It is less known because it 
must necessarily deal with highly 
educated personnel, the very top 
strata of “mental healing”. 

By ps 
r 

chopolitics our chief goals 
are ef ectively carried forward. To 
produce a maximum of chaos in 
the culture of the enemy is our first 
most important step. Our fruits 
are grown in chaos, distrust, eco- 
nomtc depression and sctentific 
turmoil. At last a weary populace 
can seek peace only in our offered 
Communist State, at last only 
Communism can resolve the prob- 
lems of the masses. 

A psychopolitician must work hard 
to produce the maximum chaos in 
the fields of “mental healing”. He 
must recruit and use all the agen- 
cies and facilities of “mental heal- 
ing”. He must labor to increase 
the personnel and facilities of 
“mental healing” until at last the 
entire field of mental science is en- 
tirely dominated by Communist 
principles and desires. 

To achieve these goals the psy- 
chopolitician must crush every 
“home-grown” variety of mental 
healing in America. Actual teach- 
ings of James, Eddy and Pente- 
costal Bible faith healers amongst 
your misguided people must be 
swept aside. They must be dis- 
credited, defamed, arrested, 
stamped upon even by their own 
government until there is no credit 
m them and only Communist-ori- 
ented “healing” remains. You 
must work until every teacher of 

E 
sychology unknowingly or 
nowingly teaches only Communist 

doctrine under the guise of 
“psychology.” You must labor 
untrl every doctor and psychiatrist 
is either a psychopolitician or an 
unwitting assistant to our aims. 

You must labor until we have 
dominion over the minds and bod- 
ies of every important person in 
your nation. You must achieve 
such disrepute for the state of in- 
sanity and such authority over its 
pronouncement that not one 
statesman so labeled could again be 
given credence by his people. You 
must work unttl sutcide arising . 
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from mental imbalance is common 
and calls forth no general investi- 
gation or remark. 

With the institutions for the insane 
you have in your country prisons 
which can hold a million persons 
and can hold them without civil- 
rights or an hope of freedom. 
And upon B t ese people can be 
practiced shock and surgery so that 
never again will they draw a sane 
breath. You must make these 
treatments common and accepted. 
And you must sweep aside any 
treatment or an group of persons 
seeking to treat il y effective means. 

You must dominate as respected 
men the fields of psychiatry and 
psychology. You must dominate 
the hospitals and universities. You 
must carry forward the myth that 
only a European doctor is compe- 
tent in the field of insanity and thus 
excuse amongst you the high inci- 
dence of foreign birth and training. 
If and when we seize Vienna you 
shall have then a common ground 
of meeting and can come and take 
your instructions as worshippers of 
Freud along with other psy- 
chiatrists. 

Psychopolitics is a solemn charge. 
With it you can erase our enemies 
as insects. You can cripple the 
efficiency of leaders by striking 
insanity into their families through 
the use of drugs. You can wrpe 
them away with testimony as to 
their insanity. By our technologies 
you can even brmg about insanity 
itself when they seem too resistive. 

You can change their loyalties by 
psychopolitics. Given a short time 
with a psychopolitician you can 
alter forever the loyalty of a sol- 
dier in our hands or a statesman or 
a leader in his own country, or you 
can destroy his mind. 

However, you labor under certain 
dangers. It may happen that reme- 
dies for our “treatments” may be 
discovered. It may occur that 
public hue aqd cry may arise 
against “mental healing”. It may 
thus occur that all mental healing 
might be placed in the hands of 
mmisters and be taken out of the 
hands of our psychologists and 
psychiatrists. But the Capitalistic 
thirst for control, Capitalistic in- 
humanity and a general public ter- 
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ror of insanity can be brought to 
guard against these things. But 
should they occur, should indepen- 
dent researchers actually discover 
means to undo psychopolitical pro- 
cedures, you must not rest, you 
must not eat or sleep, you must not 
stint one tiniest bit of available 
money to campaign against it, dis- 
credit it, strike it down and render 
it void. For by an effective means 
all our actions and researches could 
be undone. Our thrust must be 
utilized in conjunction with those 
of the mandates put forth by the 
Zionist men-of-wisdom. 

In a Capitalistic state you are aided 
on all sides by the corruption of 
the philosophy of man and the 
times. You will discover that ev- 
erything will aid you in your cam- 
paign to seize, control and use all 
“mental healmg” to spread our 
doctrine and rid us of our enemies 
within their own borders--send out 
your sons and daughters to fill the 
rolls of physicians and lawyers, 
business leaders and ut them into 
the top positions o P the govern- 
ments so that control will be total 
but without early recognition by 
the citizens. 

Use the courts, use the iudges. use 
the Constitution of the countrv, 
use its medical societies and its 
laws to further our ends. Do not 
stint in vour labor in this direc- 
tion. And when YOU have suc- 
ceeded YOU will discover that YOU 
can now effect vour own lenrsla- 
tion at will and you can. bv care- 
fhl orpanization of healina soci- 
eties, bv constant camnaian about 
the terrors of societv, bv uretense _- -- 
as to vour effectiveness, make 
your Cauitalist himself. bv his own 
auorovriations. finance a large 
?of 
conouest of the nation. 

Thank you. 

END QUOTE 

Note: Again I remind you that, in 

the Aesopian language of Commu- 
nism, “Peace” means all cessation 
of hostility aaainst Communism. 

Dharma, allow us a break now but 
I ask that you only take a very 
short respite for I want this out 
“last week” unto our beloved 
awakening brothers. 

l/4/91 HATONN 

PSYCHOPOLITICS: HISTORY 

Gen. 2:7--“The Lord God formed 
man of the dust (elements) of the 
ground, and breathed into his nos- 
trils the breath of life, and man be- 
came a living soul.” Keep this in 
mind as we move along here for 
one of the major thrusts of Psy- 
chopolitics is to cause you to be- 
lieve you are but animals and cause 
you to act as same. 

QUOTE: 

Although punishment for its own 
sake may not be entirely without 
recompense, it is, nevertheless, 
true that the end and goal of all 
punishment is* the indoctrination 
of the person being punished with 
an idea, whether that idea be one 
of restraint or obedience. 

In that any ruler has, from time 
beyond memory, needed the obe- 
dience of his subjects in order to 
accomplish his ends, he has thus 
resorted to punishment. This is 
true of every tribe and state in 
the history of Man. Today, Rus- 
sian culture has evolved more 
certain and definite methods of 
aligning and securing the loyal- 
ties of persons and populaces, 
and of enforcing obedience upon 
them. This modern outgrowth of 
old practice is called Psy- 
chopoli tics. 

The stupidity and narrowness of 
nations not blessed with Russian 
reasoning has caused them to rely 
upon practices which are, today, 
too ancient and out-moded for the 
rapid and heroic pace of our time. 
And in view of the tremendous ad- 
vance of Russian Culture in the 
field of mental technologies, begun 
with the glorious work of Pavlov 
and carried forward so ably by 
later Russians, it would be strange 
that an art and +science would not 
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evolve totally devoted to the 
aligning of loyalties and extracting 
the obedience of individuals and 
multitudes. 

Thus we see that the psychopoliti- 
cal procedures are a natural out- 
growth of practices as old as man, 
practices which are current in ev- 
ery group of men throughout the 
world. Thus, in psychopolitical 
procedures there is no ethical 
problem, since it is obvious and 
evident that Man is always co- 
erced against his will to the 
greater good of the State, 
whether by economic gains or in- 
doctrination into the wishes and 
desires of the State. 

(Hatonn: and here it comes!) 
Basically, Man is an animal. He 
is an animal which has been 
given a civilized veneer. Man is 
a collective animal, grouped to- 
gether for his own protection be- 
fore the threat of the environ- 
ment. Those who so group and 
control him must then have in 
their possession specialized tech- 
niques to direct the vagaries and 
energies of the animal Man to- 
ward greater efficiency in the 
accomplishment of the goats of 
the State. 

Psychopolitics, in one form or an- 
other, have long been used in Rus- 
sia, but the subject is all but un- 
known outside the borders of our 
nation, save only where we have 
carefully transplanted our in- 
formation and where it is used for 
the greater good of the nation. 

The definition of Psychopolitics 
follows: 

Psychopolitics is the art and sci- 
ence of asserting and maintaining 
dominion over the thoughts and 
loyalties of individuals., officers, 
bureaus, and masses, and the ef- 
fecting of the conquest of enemy 
nations through “mental heal- 
ing”. 

The subjest of Psychopolitics 
breaks down into several cate- 
gories, each a natural and logical 
proceeding from the last. Its first 
subject is the constitution and 
anatomy of Man, himself, as a po- 
litical organism. The next is an 
examination of Man as an eco- 
nomic organism, as this might be 
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controlled by his desires. The next 
is classification of State goals for 
the individual and masses. The 
next is an examination of loyalties. 
The next is the general subject of 
obedience. The next 1s the 
anatomy of the stimulus-response 
mechanisms of Man. The next is 
the subjects of shock and en- 
durance. The next is categories of 
experience. The next is the cat- 
alyzing and aligning of experience. 
The next is the use of drugs. The 
next is the use of implantation. 
The next is the general application 
of Psychopolitics within Russia. 
The next IS the organization and 
use of counter-Ps chopblitics. The 
next is the use o r Psychopolitics in 
the conquest of foreign nations. 
The next is psychopolitical organi- 
zations outside Russia, their com- 
position and activity. The next is 
the creation of slave philosophy in 
an hostile nation. The next is 
countering anti-psychopolitical ac- 
tivities abroad, and the final one, 
the destiny of psychopolitical rule 
in a scientific age. To this might 
be added many subcategories, such 
as the nullification of modern 
weapons by psychopolitical activ- 
ity. 

The strength and power of 
Psychopolitics cannot be overesti- 
mated, particularly when used in a 
nation decayed by pseudo-intellec- 
tualism, where exploitation of the 
masses combines readily with psy- 
chopolitical actions, and particu- 
larly where the greed of Capitalis- 
tic or Monarchial regimes has al- 
ready brought about an over- 
whelming incidence of neurosis 
which can be employed as the 
groundwork for psychopolitical 
action and a psychopolltical corps. 

It is part of your mission, student, 
to prevent psychopolitical activity 
to the detriment of the Russian 
State, just as it is your mission to 
carry forward in our nation and 
outside it., if you are so assigned, 
the misslons and goals of Psy- 
cho olitics. 

P 
No agent of Russia 

cou d be even remotely effective 
without a thorough grounding in 
Psychopolitics and so you carry 
forward with you a Russian trust to 
use well what you are learning 
here. 

(Hutonn: One of the most astute 
students of this method of world 

control migrated to your county 
right out of the KGB--Hen13 
Kissinger! l&is same man is re- 
sponsible for the base foundation- 
planning for all of your foreign in- 
volvements throughout the globe!) 

THE CONSTITUTION OF 

- 

Man is already a colonial aggrega- 
tion of cells, and to consider him 
an individual would be an error. 
Colonies of cells have gathered to- 
gether as one organ or another of 
the body, and then these organs 
have, themselves, gathered to- 
gether to form the whole. Thus we 
see that man, himself, is already a 
political organism, even if we do 
not consider a mass of men. 

Like the “individual” man, the 
State is a collection of aggrega- 
tions. The political entities within 
the State must, all of them, co-op- 
erate for the greater good of the 
State lest the State itself fall asun- 
der and die, for with the disaf- 
fection of any single distrust we 
discover an example set for other 
districts, and ,we discover, at 
length, the entire State falling. 
This is the danger of revolution. 

Look at Earth. We see here one 
entire organism. The organism of 
Earth is an individual organism. 
Earth has as its organs the various 
races and nations of men. Where 
one of these is permitted to remain 
disaffected, Earth itself is threat- 
ened with death. The threatened 
rebellion of one country, no matter 
how small, against the total organ- 
ism of Earth, would find Earth 
sick, and the cultural state of man 
to suffer in consequence. Thus, 
the putrescent illness of Capitalist 
States, spreading their pus and 
bacteria into the healthy coun- 
tries of the world would not do 
otherwise than bring about the 
death of Earth, unless these ill 
organisms are brought into loy- 
alty and obedience and made to 
function for the greater good of 
the world-wide State. 

As the average individual is inca- 
pable, in an unformed and uncul- 
tured state, as witness the bar- 
barians of the jungle, so must he 
be trained into a co-ordination of 
his organic functions by exercise, 

. 
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education, and work toward spe- 
cific goals. We particularly and 
specitically note that the individual 
must be directed from without to 
accomplish his exercise, education, 
and work. He must be made to re- 
alize this, for only then can he be 
made to function efficiently in the 
role assigned to him. 

The tenets of rugged individual- 
ism, personal determinism, self- 
will, imagination, and personal 
creativeness are alike in the 
masses antipathetic to the good of 
the Greater State. These willful 
and unaligned forces are no more 
than illnesses which will bring 
about disaffection, disunity, and 
at length the collapse of the 
group to which the individual is 
attached. 

The constitution of Man lends it- 
self easily and thoroughly to cer- 
tain and positive regulation from 
without of all of its function, in- 
cluding those of thinkingness, obe- 
dience, and loyalty, and these 
things must be controlled if a 
greater State is to ensue. 

While it may seem desirable to the 
surgeon to amputate one or another 
limb or organ in order to save the 
remainder, it must be pointed out 
that this expediency is not entirely 
possible of accomplishment where 
one considers entire nations. A 
body deprived of organs can be ob- 
served to be lessened in its effec- 
tiveness. The world deprived of 
the workers now enslaved by the 
insane and nonsensical idiocies of 
the Capitalists and Monarches of 
Earth, would, if removed, ,create a 
certam disability in the world-wide 
State. Just as we see the victor 
forced to rehabilitate the popula- 
tion of a conquered country at the 
end of war, thus any effort to de- 
populate a disaffected portion of 
the world might have some conse- 
quence. However, let us consider 
the inroad of virus and bacteria 
hostile to the organism, and we see 
that unless we can conquer the 
germ, the organ or organism which 
it is attacking will, itself, suffer. 

In an 
indivi cy 

State we have certain 
uals who operate in the role 

of the virus and germ, and these, 
attacking the population or any 
WW-J within the population, 
produce, by their self-wdled greed. 
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a sickness in the organ, which then 
generally spreads to the whole. 

The constitution of Man as an indi- 
vidual body, or the constitution of 
a State or a portion of the State as 
a political organism are analogous. 
It is the mission of Psychopolitics 
first to align the obedience and 
goals of the group, and then 
maintain their alignment by the 
eradication of the effectiveness of 
the persons and personalities 
which might swerve the group 
toward disaffection. In our own 
nation, where things are better 
managed and where reason 
reigns above all else, it is not dif- 
ficult to eradicate the self-willed 
bacteria which might attack one 
of our 
the tie1 cf 

olitical entities. But in 
of conquest, in nations 

less enlightened, where the Russian 
State does not yet have power, it is 
not as feasible to remove the entire 
self-willed individual. Psy- 
chopolitics makes it possible to 
remove that part of his personal- 
ity which, in itself, is making 
havoc with the person’s own con- 
stitution as well as the group with 
which the person is connected. 

If the animal man were permitted 
to continue undisturbed by counter- 
revolutionary propaganda, if he 
were left to work under the well- 
planned management of the State, 
we would discover little sickness 
amongst Man, and we would dis- 
cover no sickness in the State. But 
where the individual is troubled by 
conflicting propaganda, where he 
is made the effect of revolutionary 
activities, where he is permitted to 
think thoughts critical of the State 
itself, where he is permitted to 
question of those in whose natural 
charge he falls, we would discover 
his constitution to suffer. So cer- 
tain is this principle that when one 
finds a sick individual, could one 
search deeply enough, he would 
discover a mis-aligned loyalty and 
an interrupted obedience to the per- 
son’s group unit. 

(Hatonn: If you readers aren’t yet 
in a state of shock--I am grossly 
disappointed. Ana’ remember, this 
has been taught, retaught and 
practiced in your country as well 
as in Russia for well over a century 
when the Protocols of the Zionist 
Men of Wisdom was set as guide- 
lines--and that, brothers, is almost 

from the beginning of your civi- 
lization. If you can’t see that in 
every category, the enemy has been 
totally successfil thus far.) 

There are those who foolishly have 
embarked upon some spiritual Al- 
ice-in-wonderland voyage into 
what they call the “subconscious” 
or the unconscious” mind, and 
who, under the guise of 
“psychotherapy” would seek to 
make well the disaffection of body 
organs, but it is to be noted that 
their results are singularly lacking 
in success. There is no strength in 
such an a preach. 

P 
When hypno- 

tism was lrst invented in Russia it 
was observed that all that was nec- 
essary was to command the unre- 
sisting individual to be well in or- 
der, many times, to accomplish 
that fact. The limitation of hypno- 
tism was that many subjects were 
not susceptible to its uses,. and thus 
hypnotism has had to be improved 
upon in order to increase the sug- 
gestibility of individuals who 
would not otherwise be reached. 
Thus, an nation has had the expe- 
rience 0 tJ growing well again, as a 
whole organism, when placing suf- 
ficient force in play against a disaf- 
fected group. Just as in hypnotism 
any organ can be commanded into 
greater loyalty and obedience, so 
can an 
mand J 

political group be com- 
in loyalty and obedience 

should sufflclent force be em- 
ployed. However, force often 
brings about destruction and it is 
occasionally not feasible to use 
broad mass force to accomplish the 
ends in view. Thus, it is necessary 
to align the individual against his 
desire not to conform. 

Just as it is a recognized truth that 
Man must conform to his environ- 
ment, so it is a recognized truth, 
and will become more so as the 
years proceed, that even the body 
of Man can be commanded into 
health. 

The constitution of Man renders it- 
self peculiarly adapted to re-align- 
ment of loyalties. Where these 
loyalties are indigestible to the 
constitution of the individual itself, 
such as loyalties to the ‘petit bour- 
geoisie, ’ the Capitalist, to anti- 
Russian ideas, we find the indi- 
vidual body peculiarly susceptible 
to sickness, and thus we can 
clearly understand the epidemics, 

. 
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illnesses, mass-neuroses, tumults 
and confusions of the Umted States 
and other capitalist countries. 
Here we find the worker improp- 
erly and incorrectly lo al, and thus 
we find the worker i I. r To save 
him and establish him correctly 
and properly upon his goal toward 
a greater State, it is an overpow- 
ering necessity to make it possible 
for him to grant his loyalties in a 
correct direction. In that his loyal- 
ties are served and his obedience 
cravenly demanded by persons an- 
tipathetlc to his general good, and 
in that these persons are few, even 
in a Capitalist nation, the goal and 
direction of Psychopohtics is 
clearly understood. To benefit the 
worker in such a plight, it is neces- 
sary to eradicate, by general ro a- 
ganda, by other means, and y LA is 
own co-operation, and self-wdled- 
ness of perverted leaders. It is 
necessary, as well, to indoctrinate 
the educated strata into the tenets 
and principles of co-operation with 
the environment, and thus to insure 
to the worker less-warped lead- 
ership, less craven doctrine, and 
more co-operation with the ideas 
and ideals of the Communist State. 

The technologies of Psychopolitics 
are directed to this end. 

MAN AS AN 
ECOWNISM 

(Hatonn: Please note that it is and 
has alwa 1s been peflectly alri ht 
for the &ommunist leaders to /ve 
in luxurious villas, with hordes of 
servants and the most sumptuous 
food. It is only bad for the prole- 
tariat. This has become a, matter- 
of-fact existence in your ‘pee ” 
country also--you set up your 
“rulers ” in the finest limousines 
and homes and choose them ffom 
the already wealthy elite. Please 
note that only ones from the Trilat- 
eralists ever get Peace Prizes, etc. 
Funny thing--Mr. Gorbachev was 
“best dressed man of the year”, in 
addition. Does this strike any of 
you as ossibly “strange ” in a time 
of tota economic chaos in Russia-- f 
do you have even the slightest idea 
how and where this man lives? I 
thought not!) 

Man is subject to certain desires 
and needs which are as natural to 
his beingness as the are to that of 
any other animal. itl an, however. 
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has the eculiarity of exaggerating 
some o r these beyond the bounds 
of reason. This is obvious through 
the growth of leisure classes, 
pseudo-intellectual groups., the 
’ petit bourgeoisie,’ Capttalism, 
and other ills. 

It has been said, with truth, that 
one tenth of a man’s life is con- 
cerned with politics and nine-tenths 
with economics. Without food, the 
individual dies. Without clothing, 
he freezes. Without houses and 
weapons, he is prey to the starving 
wolves. The acquisition of suffi- 
cient items to answer these necessi- 
ties of food, clothing, L and shelter, 
in reason, IS the natural right of a 
member of an enlightened State. 
An excess of such items brin s 
about unrest and disquiet. 4 
presence of luxur 

if 
items and matee 

rials, and the arti tcial creation and 
whettin of appetites, as in Capi- 
talist a f vertising, are certain to ac- 
centuate the less-desirable charac- 
teristics of Man. 

The individual is an economic 
organism, in that he requires a 
certain amount of food, a certain 
amount of water, and must hold 
within himself a certain amount of 
heat in order to live. When he has 
more food than he can eat, more 
clothing than he needs to protect 
him, he then enters upon a certain 
idleness which dulls his wits and 
awareness, and makes him prey to 
difficulties which, in a less toxic 
state, he would have foreseen and 
avoided. Thus, we have a glut 
being a menace to the individual. 

It is no less different in a group. 
Where the group acquires too 
much, its awareness of its own 
fellows and of the environment is 
accordingly reduced, and the ef- 
fectiveness the group in general is 
lost. 

The maintaining of balance be- 
tween gluttony and need is the 
province of Economics proper, and 
is the fit sub’ect and concern of the 
Communist tate. 4 

Desire and want are a state of 
mind. Individuals can be edu- 
cated into desiring and wanting 
more than they can ever possibly 
obtain, and such individuals are 
unhappy. Most of the self-willed 
characteristics of the Capitalists 

come entirely from greed. He ex- 
ploits the worker far beyond any 
necessity on his own part, as a 
Capitalist, to need. 

In a nation where economic bal- 
ances are not controlled, the ap- 
petite of the individual IS unduly 
whetted by enchanting and fanciful 
persuasions to desire, and a type of 
Insanity ensues, where each indi- 
vidual is persuaded to possess 
more than he can use, and to os- 
sess it even at the expense o P his 
fellows. 

There is, in economic balances, the 
other side. Too. great and too long 
gz;at;n cFhiitng about unhealthy 

in themselves, 
accum&ate if lef; action, more than 
the individual can use. Poverty, it- 
self, as carefully cultivated in Cap- 
italtst States, can bring about an 
imbalance of ac 

9 
uisition. Just as a 

vacuum will pul into it masses, in 
a country where enforced privation 
upon the masses is permitted, and 
where desire is artificially whetted, 
need turns to greed, and one easily 
discovers in such states exploita- 
tion of the many for the benefit of 
the few. - 

If one, by the technologies of Psy- 
chopolitics, were to dull this exces- 
sive greed in the few who possess 
it, the worker would be freed to 
seek a more natural balance. 

Here we have two extremes. Ei- 
ther one of them are an insanity. 
If we wish to create an insanity we 
need only glut or deprive an indi- 
vidual at long length beyond the 
ability to withstand and we have a 
mental imbalance. A simple ex- 
ample of this is the alternation of 
too low with too high pressures in 
a chamber, an excellent psychopo- 
litical procedure. The rapidly 
varied pressure brings about a 
chaos wherein the individual will 
cannot act and where other wills 
then, perforce, assume control. 

Essentially, in an entire country, 
one must remove the greedy by 
whatever means and must then cre- 
ate and continue a semi-privation 
in the masses in order to command 
and utterly control the nation. 

A continuous hope for prosperity 
must be indoctrmated in to the 
masses with many dreams and vi- 

. 
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sions of glut of commodity and this 
hope must be counter-played 
against the actualit of privation 
and the continuous t h reat of loss of 
all economic factors in case of 
disloyalty to the State in order to 
suppress the individual wills of the 
masses. 

(Hafonn: Go back and read that 
please and see if it doesn’t Jit with 
today’s terror tactics and factual, 
fall of the econom , job losses, 
property losses, etc. Y 

In a nation under conquest such 
as America, our slow and 
stealthy approach need take 
advantage only of the cycles of 
booms and depressions inherent 
in Capitalistic nations in order to 
assert of more and more strong 
control over individual wills. A 
boom is as advantageous as a de- 
pression for our ends for during 
prosperity our propaganda lines 
must only continue to point up the 
wealth the period is delivering to 
the selected few to divorce their 
control of the state. During a de- 
pression one must only point out 
that it ensued as a result of the 
avarice of a few and the general 
political incompetence of the na- 
tional leaders. 

The handling of economic propa- 
ganda is not properly the sphere of 
psychopolitics but the PSY- 
chopolitician must understand eco- 
nomic measures and Communist 
goals connected with them. 

The masses must at last come to 
believe that only excessive taxa- 
tion of the rich can relieve them 
of the “burdensome leisure class” 
and can thus be brought to accept 
such a thing as income tax, a 
Marxist principle smoothly slid 
into Capitalistic framework in 
1909 in the United States. This 
even though the basic law of the 
United States forbade it and even 
though Communism at that time 
had been active only a few years 
in America. Such success as the 
Income Tax law, had it been fol- 
lowed thoroughly, could have 
brought the United States and not 
Russia into the world scene as the 
first Communist nation. But the 
virility and good sense of the Rus- 
sian peoples won. It may not be 
that the United States will he- 
come entirely Communist until 
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past the middle of the century 
but when it does it will be be- 
cause of our superior understand- 
ing of economics and of psy- 
chopolitics. 

The Communist agent skilled in 
economics has as his task the 
suborning of tax agencies and 
their personnel to create the 
maximum disturbance and chaos 
and the passing of laws adapted 
to our purposes and to him we 
must leave this task. (Hofonn: I 
believe I need make no further 
comment reaardinp this. Even the 
Russians knew VOW Inconfe Tax 
lay tvuafleml and Constttution- 

V ful Thq further knew 
that YOU wduld dull vour own 
noose uuon YOU with a welfare 
state whrch would run out of both 
tax monev and welfare funds-and 
collavse is all that remains to oc- 
cur.) The psychopolitical operator 
plays a distinctly different role in 
this drama. 

The rich, the skilled in finance, the 
well-informed in government are 
particular and individual targets for 
the ps chopolitician. His is the 
role o P takm 
individuals w a 

off the board those 
o would halt or cor- 

rupt Communist economic pro- 
grams. Thus every rich man, ev- 
er statesman, every person well 
in ormed and capable in govern- ! 
ment must have brought to his side 
as a trusted confidant a psychopo- 
litical operator. 

The families of these persons are 
often deranged from idleness and 
glut and this fact must be played 
upon, even created. The normal 
health and wildness of a rich man’s 
son must be twisted and perverted 
and explained into neurosis and 
then, assisted by a timely adminis- 
tratton of drugs or violence, turned 
into criminality or insanity. This 
brings at once some one in “mental 
healmg” into confidential contact 
with the family and from this point 
on the very most must then be 
made of that contact. 

Communism could best succeed if 
at the side of every rich or influ- 
ential man there could be placed 
a psycho-political operator, and 
undoubted authority in the field 
of “mental healing”, who could 
then by his advice or through the 
medium of a wife or daughter by 

his guided opinions direct the op- 
timum policy to embroil or upset 
the economic policies of the coun- 
try and when the time comes to 
do away forever with the rich or 
influential man, to administer the 
proper drug or treatment to 
bring about his complete demise 
in an institution as a patient or 
dead as a suicide. 

Planted beside a country’s power- 
ful persons the psychopolitical op- 
erator can also guide other olicies 
to the betterment of our batt e. P 

The Capitalist does not know the 
definition of war. He thinks of 
war as attack with force per- 
formed by soldiers and machines. 
He does not know that a more ef- 
fective if somewhat longer war 
can be fought with bread or, in 
our case, wtth drugs and the wis- 
dom of our art. The Capitalist 
has never won a war in truth. 
The psychopolitician is having lit- 
tle trouble winning this one. 

Dharma, close here, chela. I ask 
that this segment go forth in con- 
junction with Number One writing 
of this morning. I do not want 
more than the equivalent of one 
Express shipped at a given time for 
I ask that each portion be studied 
prior to moving on to the next 
segment. We wdl next take up the 
subject of goals-&&e goals fir 
the individual and masses! I move 
to stand-by. 

Hatonn to clear, please. 

G eorgos C. Hatonn, Cmdr. UFF- 
IJFC 

******* 

SOME OF THE PHOENIX 
JOURNALS: 

Space Gate 
Spiral To Economic Disaster 
From Here To Armageddon 
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From 
Hell 
The Rainbow Masters 
AIDS, The Last Great Plague 
Satan’s Drummers 
Privacy In a Fishbowl 
Cry ot The Phoenix 
Crucifixion of The Phoenix 
Skeletons In The Closet 
R.R.P.P.* 
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plun- 
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der of the Phoenix 
Rape of The Constitution 
You Can Slay The Dragon 
The Naked Phoenix 
Blood And Ashes 
Firestorm In Babylon 
The Mossad Connection 
Creation, The Sacred Universe 
Pleiades Connection, Return Of 
The Phoenix 
Ff5Phoenix Express Vol’s I & II 

The Phoenix Exnress Vol’s III & 
IV ($15) L 
The price is $10 per JOURNAL, 
(EXCEPTING EX-PRESS) 10 % 
discount on orders of 4 or more. 
California residents add 6.75% 
sales tax. Add shipping, UPS 
$3.25 and $1 .OO each additional or 
U.S. Mail $2.00 for first title and 
$1 .OO each additional. 

Write for Quantity Discount. 

Available from America West or 
your Local Distributor. 

Express is $20 per I3 issues 
(includin back issues for the pe- 
riod) or 75 per 52 issues. ff 

Send orders and Payments to: 
America West Distributors, P.O. 
Box 986 Tehachapi, CA. 9358 1. 

For credit card orders Telephone 1 
800 729-4131. 

Dear Friends: 

We are very pleased to announce 
that George Green, publ’ her of the 
Phoenix Journals, will it e a guest 
s eaker 
8 

at the Global Sciences 
onference that is being held in 

Orlando, Florida on January 31 
through February 3, 1991. George 
will be speaking on the very latest 
information from the extra-ter- 
restrials concerning our nation and 
planetar situation. There will be 
a works ii op scheduled with George 
where specific details will be care- 
fully outlined. All in attendance 
will be both shocked and fasci- 
nated. For details: CALL 
303/452-9300. 

“The First Amendment gives free- 
dom of mind the same securit as 
freedom of conscience.” - .s. 5 
Sqreme Court 323 U.S. 531 
(1943) 

TRUTH WKL SET YOU FREE 
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